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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Convergence Insufficiency (CI) is a common cause of astenopia, diplopia,

An automated cover test is performed using alternate occluding glasses

headaches, blurred vision and words moving, jumping or floating while

similar to the manual cover tests.

reading or performing near work.
CI is characterized by:
1. Exophoria at near fixation
2. Decreased positive fusional convergence
3. A remote near point of convergence
The gold standard test for phoria measurement and fusional convergence
amplitudes are cover tests and positive fusional reserve testing using
prisms.
These tests are:
⏵⏵ Subjective & depend on the examiner’s skill & attention
⏵⏵ Require trained examiners or orthoptists not available universally
⏵⏵ Show high inter examiner variability

Tablet

Current method for measuring positive
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and negative fusional reserves:

PURPOSE
An automatic eye tracking - based test developed for measuring both
phoria and fusional convergence amplitudes at near to evaluate the
presence of CI was tested.

⏵⏵ Automated fusional vergence reserves are tested using a dichoptic
animated movie viewed through anaglyph glasses.

The System Includes:

⏵⏵ Each monocular stimulus is shifted inward (nasally) inducing a

convergence eye movement, measuring positive fusional vergence.

⏵⏵ Eye tracker
⏵⏵ LCD occluding glasses
⏵⏵ Anaglyph glasses

⏵⏵ The system identifies the fusion break point automatically by detecting
when the eyes stop following the targets.

⏵⏵ Then, the images are shifted toward the opposite direction searching for
the recovery fusional point.

⏵⏵ At the last stage each monocular stimulus is shifted outward

(temporally) inducing divergence, measuring negative fusional reserves.

CONCLUSIONS
⏵⏵ This device can provide an automated assessment of CI, increasing work
efficiency in established clinics and in locations where these services are
unavailable.
⏵⏵ Tests are suitable for subjects ≥ 3 years of age.
⏵⏵ Measurements are comparable to conventional tests.
⏵⏵ Can be performed by a technician.
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⏵⏵ Does not require calibration.

